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Currently, there are technology barriers inhibiting speech processing systems that work in extremely
noisy conditions from meeting the demands of modern applications. These systems often require a
noise reduction system working in combination with a precise voice activity detector �VAD�. This
paper shows statistical likelihood ratio tests formulated in terms of the integrated bispectrum of the
noisy signal. The integrated bispectrum is defined as a cross spectrum between the signal and its
square, and therefore a function of a single frequency variable. It inherits the ability of higher order
statistics to detect signals in noise with many other additional advantages: �i� Its computation as a
cross spectrum leads to significant computational savings, and �ii� the variance of the estimator is of
the same order as that of the power spectrum estimator. The proposed approach incorporates
contextual information to the decision rule, a strategy that has reported significant benefits for robust
speech recognition applications. The proposed VAD is compared to the G.729, adaptive multirate,
and advanced front-end standards as well as recently reported algorithms showing a sustained
advantage in speech/nonspeech detection accuracy and speech recognition performance.
© 2007 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2714915�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emerging applications of speech technologies �par-
ticularly in mobile communications, robust speech recogni-
tion, or digital hearing aid devices� often require a noise
reduction scheme working in combination with a precise
voice activity detector �VAD�.1 During the last decade nu-
merous researchers have studied different strategies for de-
tecting speech in noise and the influence of the VAD decision
on speech processing systems.2–8 This task can be identified
as a statistical hypothesis testing problem and its purpose is
the determination to which category or class a given signal
belongs. The decision is made based on an observation vec-
tor, frequently called feature vector, which serves as the in-
put to a decision rule that assigns a sample vector to one of
the given classes. The classification task is often not as trivial
as it appears since the increasing level of background noise
degrades the classifier effectiveness and causes numerous de-
tection errors.9,10

The nonspeech detection algorithm is an important and
sensitive part of most of the existing single-microphone
noise reduction schemes. Well-known noise suppression
algorithms11,12 such as Wiener filtering �WF� or spectral sub-
traction, are widely used for robust speech recognition being
the VAD critical in attaining a high level of performance.
These techniques estimate the noise spectrum during non-
speech periods in order to compensate for the harmful effect
of the noise on the speech signal. The VAD is even more
critical for nonstationary noise environments since the statis-
tics of the background noise must be updated. An example of
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such a system is the ETSI standard for distributed speech
recognition that incorporates noise suppression methods. The
so-called advanced front-end �AFE�13 considers an energy-
based VAD in order to estimate the noise spectrum for
Wiener filtering and a different VAD for nonspeech frame
dropping �FD�.

On the other hand, a VAD achieves silence compression
in modern mobile telecommunication systems reducing the
average bit rate by using the discontinuous transmission
mode. Many practical applications, such as the Global Sys-
tem for Mobile Communications �GSM� telephony, use si-
lence detection and comfort noise injection for higher coding
efficiency. The International Telecommunication Union
�ITU� adopted a toll-quality speech coding algorithm known
as G.729 to work in combination with a VAD module in DTX
mode. The recommendation G.729 Annex B4 uses a feature
vector consisting of the linear prediction spectrum, the full-
band energy, the low-band �0–1 kHz� energy, and the zero-
crossing rate. Another standard for DTX is the ETSI �adap-
tive multirate� AMR speech coder3 developed by the Special
Mobile Group for the GSM system. The AMR standard
specifies two options for the VAD to be used within the
digital cellular telecommunications system. In option 1, the
signal is passed through a filterbank and the subband ener-
gies are calculated. The VAD decision depends on a measure
of the signal-to-noise ratio, the output of a pitch detector, a
tone detector, and the correlated complex signal analysis
module. An enhanced version of the original VAD is the
AMR option 2 that uses parameters of the speech encoder
that are more robust to the environmental noise than AMR1

and G.729. These VADs have been used extensively in the
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open literature as a reference for assessing the performance
of new algorithms.

Most of the algorithms for detecting the presence of
speech in a noisy signal only exploit the power spectral con-
tent of the signals and require knowledge of the noise power
spectral density.6,8,14,15 One of the most important disadvan-
tages of these approaches is that no a priori information
about the statistical properties of the signals is used. Higher
order statistics methods rely on an a priori knowledge of the
input processes and have been considered for VAD since
they can distinguish between Gaussian signals �which have a
vanishing bispectrum� from non-Gaussian signals. However,
the main limitations of bispectrum-based techniques are that
they are computationally expensive and the variance of the
bispectrum estimators is much higher than that of power
spectral estimators for identical data record size. These prob-
lems were addressed by Tugnait,16,17 who showed a compu-
tationally efficient and reduced variance statistical test based
on the integrated polyspectra for detecting a stationary, non-
Gaussian signal in Gaussian noise. This paper shows an ef-
fective VAD based on a likelihood ratio test �LRT� defined
on the integrated bispectrum of the noisy speech. The pro-
posed approach also incorporates contextual information to
the decision rule, a strategy first proposed in Ref. 18 that has
reported significant benefits for different applications includ-
ing robust speech recognition.19–22 The paper includes a care-
ful derivation of the LRT previously addressed in Refs. 23
and 24, an alternative approach based on block partitioning
and averaging of the integrated bispectra, and its efficient
implementation using the contextual LRT. The paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section II reviews the definition and fun-
damental properties of third-order cumulants and bispectrum.
Section III suggests the use of integrated bispectrum for a
reduced variance estimation while maintaining the benefits
of higher order statistics for detection. Section IV shows the
definition of the VAD based on contextual integrated bispec-
trum LRTs. Section V shows two different methods for inte-
grated bispectrum estimation and LRT definition and their
analysis and comparison is shown in Sec. VI. Section VII
shows the receiver operating characteristic �ROC� curves and
speech recognition experiments that are used to evaluate the
proposed method and to compare its performance to ITU-T
G.729, ETSI AMR and AFE, as well as to other recently re-
ported VADs. Finally, Sec. VIII summarizes the conclusions
of this work.

II. BISPECTRUM

The bispectrum of a deterministic, continuous-time sig-
nal x�t� is defined as25,26

B��1,�2� = �
−�

+� �
−�

+�

C3x��1,�2�

�exp�− j��1�1 + �2�2��d�1d�2, �1�
where
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C3x��1,�2� = E�x*�t�x�t + �1�x�t + �2��

= �
−�

+�

x*�t�x�t + �1�x�t + �2�dt �2�

is the third-order cumulant of x�t�, and �=2�f with normal-
ized frequency f . By the symmetry properties, the bispec-
trum of a real signal is uniquely defined by its values in the
triangular region 0��2��1��1+�2��, provided that
there is no bispectral alias. In a similar fashion, the bispec-
trum of a discrete-time signal is defined as the two-
dimensional �2D� Fourier transform:

Bx��1,�2� = �
i=−�

�

�
k=−�

�

C3x�i,k�exp�− j��1i + �2k�� . �3�

Note that from the above-presented definition the third-order
cumulant can be expressed as

C3x�i,k� =
1

�2��2�
−�

� �
−�

�

Bx��1,�2�

�exp�j��1i + �2k��d�1d�2 �4�

using the inverse Fourier transform.
Figure 1 shows the differences between cumulants and

bispectrum function �magnitude and phase� for a frame con-
taining noise only �Fig. 1�a�� and speech in noise �Fig. 1�b��.
Both data sets were extracted from an utterance of the Span-
ish SpeechDat-Car database27 with uniform noise conditions
so that the noise level in both data sets is the same. It can be
clearly concluded that higher order statistics or polyspectra
provide discriminative features for speech/nonspeech
classification.24 Even the bispectrum phase exhibits a more
random behavior during nonspeech periods so that the phase
entropy also provides complimentary information for VAD in
noise environments.28

Although bispectrum methods have all the advantages of
cumulants/polyspectra, their direct use has two serious limi-
tations: �i� The computation of bispectra in the whole trian-
gular region is huge, and �ii� the 2D template matching score
in the classification is impractical. To efficiently use bispec-
tra, integrated bispectrum methods16,17 were proposed for
different applications.29,30

III. INTEGRATED BISPECTRUM

Let x�t� be a zero mean stationary random process. If we
define ỹ�t�=x2�t�−E�x2�t��, the cross correlation between
y�t� and x�t� is defined to be

rỹx�k� = E�ỹ�t�x�t + k�� = E�x2�t�x�t + k�� = C3x�0,k� �5�

so that its cross spectrum is given by

Sỹx��� = �
−�

�

C3x�0,k�exp�− j�k� �6�

and

C3x�0,k� =
1

2�
��

Sỹx���exp�j��k��d� . �7�

−�
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If we compare Eq. �4� with Eq. �7� we obtain

Sỹx��� =
1

2�
�

−�

�

Bx��,�2�d�2 =
1

2�
�

−�

�

Bx��1,��d�1.

FIG. 1. Third-order statistics of: �a� a noise only
�8�
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The integrated bispectrum is defined as a cross spectrum
between the signal and its square, and therefore a function of
a single frequency variable. Hence, its computation as a
cross spectrum leads to significant computational savings.
But more important is that the variance of the estimator is of

l and �b� a speech signal corrupted by car noise.
signa
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the same order as that of the power spectrum estimator. On
the other hand, Gaussian processes have vanishing third-
order moments so that the bispectrum and integrated bispec-
trum functions are zero as well.

Section IV shows an innovative algorithm for voice ac-
tivity detection taking advantage of the statistical properties
of the integrated bispectrum. The proposed method is based
on a LRT that can be evaluated using a Gaussian model for
the integrated bispectrum of the signal.

IV. VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTION BASED ON THE
INTEGRATED BISPECTRA

This section addresses the problem of voice activity de-
tection formulated in terms of a classical binary hypothesis
testing framework:

H0 : x�t� = n�t� ,

H1 : x�t� = s�t� + n�t� . �9�

In a two-hypotheses test, the optimal decision rule that mini-
mizes the error probability is the Bayes classifier. Given an
observation vector ŷ to be classified, the problem is reduced
to selecting the class �H0 or H1� with the largest posterior
probability P�Hi 	 ŷ�. From the Bayes rule a statistical LRT 8

can be defined by

L�ŷ� =
py	H1

�ŷ	H1�

py	H0
�ŷ	H0�

, �10�

where the observation vector ŷ is classified as H1 if L�ŷ� is
greater than P�H0� / P�H1�, otherwise it is classified as H0. In
Ref. 22 the LRT first proposed by Sohn 8 for VAD, which
was defined on the power spectrum, is generalized and ex-
tended to the case where successive observations
ŷ1 , ŷ2 , . . . , ŷm of the noisy signal are available. The so-called
multiple observation LRT �MO-LRT� reports significant im-
provements in robustness as the number of observations in-
creases. This test involves evaluating the joint conditional
distributions of the observations under H0 and H1,

Lm�ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷm� =
py1,y2,. . .,ym	H1

�ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷm	H1�

py1,y2,. . .,ym	H0
�ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷm	H0�

,

�11�

which is easily performed if the observations are assumed to
be independent.

Assuming the integrated bispectrum �Syx��� :�� as the
feature vector ŷ and to be independent zero-mean Gaussian
variables in the presence and absence of speech:

p�Syx���	H0� =
1

��0���
exp
−

	Syx���	2

�0��� � ,

p�Syx���	H1� =
1

��1���
exp
−

	Syx���	2

�1��� � , �12�

the evaluation of the tests defined by Eqs. �10� and �11� only
requires one to estimate the integrated bispectrum Syx��� of

the noisy signal and variances �0 and �1 under absence and
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presence of speech in the noisy signal. Thus, taking loga-
rithms in Eq. �10� and substituting the model defined in Eq.
�12� we obtain

��ŷ� = �
�

log� p�Syx���	H1�
p�Syx���	H0�

= �
�
��1 −

�0���
�1���

 	Syx���	2

�0���
− log��1���

�0���
� .

�13�

Finally, if we define the a priori and a posteriori variance
ratios as

	��� =
�1���
�0���

− 1, 
��� =
	Syx���	2

�0
�14�

Eq. �13� can be expressed in a more compact form:

��ŷ� = �
�

�1 −

1

1 + 	���
��� − log�1 + 	�����
= �

�

 	���
���

1 + 	���
− log�1 + 	����� . �15�

Section IV A addresses two key issues in order to evalu-
ate the proposed LRT:

�1� The estimation of the integrated bispectrum Syx��� by
means of a finite data set, and

�2� the computation of the variances �0��� and �1��� of the
integrated bispectrum under H0 and H1 hypotheses.

A. Estimation of the integrated bispectrum Syx„�…

Let Ŝyx��� denote a consistent estimator of Syx��� where
y�t�=x2�t�−E�x2�t��. Given a finite data set
�x�1� ,x�2� , . . . ,x�N�� the integrated bispectrum is normally
estimated by splitting the data set into blocks.25 Thus, the
data set is divided into KB nonoverlapping blocks of data
each of size NB samples so that N=KBNB. Then, the cross
periodogram of the ith block of data is given by

Ŝyx
�i���� =

1

NB
X�i�����Y�i�����*, �16�

where X�i���� and Y�i���� denote the discrete Fourier trans-
forms of x�t� and y�t� for the ith block. Finally, the estimate
is obtained by averaging KB blocks,

Ŝyx��� =
1

KB
�
i=1

KB

Ŝyx
�i���� . �17�

This estimation is used to compute 
��� through Eq. �14�.

B. Computation of the variances �0„�… and
�1„�…

The statistical properties of the bispectrum estimators
have been discussed in Refs. 25 and 31. Thus, the test pro-
posed Sec. IV A and the model assumed in Eq. �12� are
justified since for large NB, the estimates Syx

�i���m� are com-
�i�
plex Gaussian and independently distributed of Syx��n� for
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m�n�m ,n=1,2 , . . . ,NB /2−1�. Moreover, their mean and
variance for large values of NB and KB can be
approximated16 by

E�Ŝyx���� � Syx��� ,

var�Re�Ŝyx
�i������ �

1

2KB
�Syy���Sxx��� + Re�Syx

2 ����� ,

var�Im�Ŝyx
�i������ �

1

2KB
�Syy���Sxx��� − Re�Syx

2 ����� ,

�18�

where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts of a
complex number. This means that, in order to estimate the
variances �0 and �1 of the integrated bispectrum under the
H0 and H1 hypotheses, we need to obtain an expression for
Sxx��� and Syy��� when x�t�=n�t� �speech absence� and
x�t�=s�t�+n�t� �speech presence�, respectively.

1. Speech absence

Under the hypothesis H0, x�t�=n�t� and y�t�=x2�t�
−E�x2�t��. Thus, Sxx��� and Syy��� are reduced to

Sxx��� = Snn��� ,

Syy��� = Sn2n2��� , �19�

where Sn2n2 can be expressed �see the Appendix� by

Sn2n2��� = 2Snn��� � Snn��� + 2��n
4 �20�

and �0 can be estimated by evaluating Snn��� and the vari-
ance of the noise:

�0��� =
1

KB
�2Snn��� � Snn��� + 2��n

4�����Snn��� . �21�

2. Speech presence

Under the hypothesis H1, x�t�=s�t�+n�t� and Sxx��� and
Syy��� require a little more computation �see the Appendix�:

Sxx��� = Sss��� + Snn��� ,

Syy��� = Ss2s2��� + Sn2n2��� + 4Sss�w� � Snn���

− 2���s
4 + �n

4����� . �22�

By using Eq. �20� for s�t� and substituting it in Eq. �22� leads
to

Syy��� = 2Sss��� � Sss��� + 2Snn��� � Snn���

+ 4Sss��� � Snn��� . �23�

Finally, �1��� can be estimated in terms of Sss��� and Snn���
by means of

�1��� =
1

KB
�Sss��� + Snn�����2Sss��� � Sss���
+ 2Snn��� � Snn��� + 4Sss��� � Snn���� . �24�
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As a conclusion, a way to estimate the power spectrum
of the clean signal Sss��� is needed for the evaluation of �1.
A method combining Wiener filtering and spectral subtrac-
tion is used in this paper to estimate Sss��� in terms of the
power spectrum Sxx��� of the noisy signal. The procedure is
described as follows. During a short initialization period, the
power spectrum of the residual noise Snn��� is estimated
assuming a short nonspeech period at the beginning of the
utterance. Note that Snn��� can be computed in terms of the
DFT of the noisy signal x�t�=n�t�. After the initialization
period Sxx��� is computed for each frame through Eqs. �16�
and �17� and Sss��� is then obtained by applying a denoising
process. Denoising consists of a previous smoothed spectral
subtraction followed by Wiener filtering. Figure 2 shows a
block diagram for the estimation of the power spectrum
Sss��� of the denoised speech through the noisy signal
Sxx���. It is worthwhile clarifying that Snn��� is not only
estimated during the initialization period but also updated
during nonspeech frames based on the VAD decision. Thus,
the denoising process consists of the following stages.

�1� Spectral subtraction:

S1��� = LsSss��� + �1 − Ls�max�Sxx���

− Snn���,�Sxx���� . �25�

�2� First WF design and filtering:

�1��� = S1���/Snn��� ,

W1��� = �1���/�1 + �1���� ,

S2��� = W1���Sxx��� . �26�

�3� Second WF design and filtering:

�2��� = S2���/Snn��� ,

W2��� = max��2���/�1 + �2����,�� ,

Sss��� = W2���Sxx��� , �27�

where Ls=0.99, =1, and �=10�−22/10� is selected to ensure a
−22 dB maximum attenuation for the filter in order to reduce
the high variance musical noise that normally appears due to

FIG. 2. Estimation of Sss��� via smoothed spectral subtraction and Wiener
filtering.
rapid changes across adjacent frequency bins. The main rea-
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son for using a Wiener filter as noise reduction algorithm is
found on its optimum performance for filtering additive
noise in a noisy signal. This method is normally preferred to
other conventional techniques such as spectral subtraction
since the musical noise is significantly reduced as well as the
variance of the residual noise. A two-stage Wiener filter con-
figuration was used, as in the ETSI AFE standard,13 in order
to make it less sensible to the VAD decision and the noise
estimation process.

V. DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES FOR VAD

The following shows the two different approaches for
block managing that were used in this paper for the estima-
tion of the integrated bispectrum of the input signal and its
variances in the formulation of the LRT previously defined.

A. Block partitioning and averaging

The first VAD method is described as follows. The input
signal x�n� sampled at 8 kHz is divided into overlapping
windows of size N=KBNB samples. A typical value of the
window size is about 0.2 s, which yields accurate estima-
tions of the integrated bispectrum. The best tradeoff between
block averaging �KB� and spectral resolution �NB� will be
discussed in the next sections.

Figure 3 illustrates the way the signal is processed and
the block of data the decision is made for. Note that the
decision is made for a T-sample data block around the mid-
point of the analysis window where T is the “frame-shift.”
Thus, a large data set is used to estimate the integrated
bispectrum Syx��� by averaging KB successive blocks of data
while the decision is made for a shorter data set. As in most
of the standardized VADs,3,4,13 the frame-shift is 80 samples
so that the VAD frame rate is 100 Hz.

After having estimated the power spectrum Sss��� of the
clean signal through the denoising process shown earlier, the
variances �0��� and �1��� of the integrated bispectrum un-
der speech absence and speech presence are computed by

FIG. 3. Integrated bispectrum estimation by block averaging and VAD de-
cision.
evaluating the convolution operations required by Eqs. �21�
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and �24�, respectively. Then, the a priori and a posteriori
variance ratios 	��� and 
���, as defined in Eq. �14�, can be
estimated and the VAD decision is obtained by comparing
the LRT defined in Eq. �15� to a given threshold �. If the
LRT is greater than the threshold � the frame is classified as
speech, otherwise it is classified as nonspeech. Finally, in
order to track nonstationary noisy environments the power
spectrum estimate of the noise is updated based on the cur-
rent observation of the noisy signal:

Snn��� = LnSnn��� + �1 − Ln�Sxx��� �28�

with Ln=0.98 when the VAD detects a nonspeech obser-
vation.

This method ensures a reduced variance estimation of
the integrated bispectrum of the noisy signal by block aver-
aging. However, the window shift T is typically much
smaller than the block size and, therefore, the method is
computationally expensive. In order to solve this problem, a
computationally efficient but also effective method is devel-
oped in Sec. V B.

B. Contextual likelihood ratio test

Most VADs in use today normally consider hang-over
algorithms based on empirical models to smooth the VAD
decision. It has been shown recently21,22 that incorporating
long-term speech information to the decision rule reports
benefits speech/pause discrimination in high noise environ-
ments, thus making unnecessary the use of hang-over mecha-
nisms based on hand-tuned rules. The VAD previously pro-
posed addresses this problem by formulating a smoothed
decision based on a large data set. However, an optimum
statistical test involving multiple and independent observa-
tions of the input signal can be also defined as in Ref. 22
over the integrated bispectrum of the noisy signal using Eq.
�11�.

The proposed MO-LRT formulates the decision for the
central frame of a �2m+1�-observation buffer
�ŷl−m , . . . , ŷl−1 , ŷl , ŷl+1 , . . . , ŷl+m�:

Ll,m�ŷl−m, . . . , · ŷl+m� =
pyl−m,. . .,yl+m	H1

�ŷl−m, . . . , ŷl+m	H1�

pyl−m,. . .,yl+m	H0
�ŷl−m, . . . , ŷl+m	H0�

,

�29�

where l denotes the frame being classified as speech �H1� or
nonspeech �H0�. Note that, assuming statistical independence
between the successive observation vectors, the correspond-
ing log-LRT:

�l,m = �
k=l−m

l+m

ln
pyk	H1

�ŷk	H1�

pyk	H0
�ŷk	H0�

�30�

is recursive in nature, and if the � function is defined as

��k� = ln
pyk	H1

�ŷk	H1�

pyk	H0
�ŷk	H0� ,

�31�
Eq. �30� can be calculated as
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�l+1,m = �l,m − ��l − m� + ��l + m + 1� . �32�

Now, if the integrated bispectrum of the noisy signal is con-
sidered as the feature vector, Eq. �31� is reduced to be

��k� = �
�

 	k���
k���

1 + 	k���
− log�1 + 	k����� , �33�

where 	k��� and 
k��� denote the a priori and a posteriori
variance ratios for the kth frame as defined in Eq. �14�.

As a conclusion, the decision rule is formulated over a
sliding window consisting of �2m+1� observation vectors
around the frame the decision is made for. This fact imposes
an m-frame delay to the algorithm that, for several applica-
tions, including robust speech recognition, is not a serious
implementation obstacle.

Figure 4 shows an example of the operation of the con-
textual MO-LRT VAD on an utterance of the Spanish
SpeechDat-Car database.27 Figure 4 shows the decision vari-
ables for the tests defined by Eq. �33� and, alternatively, for
the test with the second log-term in Eq. �33� suppressed �ap-
proximation� when compared to a fixed threshold �=1.5. For
this example, NB=256 and m=8. This approximation reduces
the variance during nonspeech periods. It can be shown that
using an eight-frame window reduces the variability of the
decision variable yielding to a reduced noise variance and
better speech/nonspeech discrimination. On the other hand,
the inherent anticipation of the VAD decision contributes to
reduce the number of speech clipping errors. The use of this
test reports quantifiable benefits in speech/nonspeech detec-
tion as will be shown in Sec. VII.

C. Comparison in terms of computational cost

It is interesting to compare the two methods proposed
for voice activity detection based on single and multiple-
observation LRTs. Both methods exhibit the advantages of
VADs employing contextual information for formulating the
decision rule since the decision variable is built on a long-
term data set. The first method decomposes a large analysis

FIG. 4. Operation of the MO-LRT VAD defined on the integrated bispec-
trum.
window into KB blocks each of size NB samples and the
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integrated bispectrum Syx��� is estimated by averaging KB

blocks using Eq. �16� for each frame-shift T. This can be
computationally expensive since the frame-shift is usually
much lower than the window size �N=KBNB�. The second
method based on the MO-LRT is more efficient since it just
requires one to compute the integrated bispectrum of the
current frame �NB samples�. The test is then built on a mov-
ing average fashion by means of Eq. �32�. This is clearly
more efficient in terms of complexity since a single bispec-
trum computation is performed for each frame-shift T instead
of the KB bispectrum estimations required by the first
method. On the other hand, both methods exhibit high
speech/nonspeech discrimination accuracy in noisy environ-
ments for equivalent delay configurations as will be shown in
the following.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHODS

In a Bayes classifier, the overlap between the distribu-
tions of the decision variable represents the VAD error rate.21

In order to clarify the motivations for the proposed algo-
rithms, the distributions of the LRTs defined by Eqs. �15� and
�30� were studied as a function of the design parameters KB,
NB, and m. A hand-labeled version of the Spanish
SpeechDat-Car database27 was used in the analysis. This da-
tabase contains recordings from close-talking and distant mi-
crophones at different driving conditions: �a� Stopped car,
motor running, �b� town traffic, low speed, rough road, and
�c� high speed, good road. The most unfavorable noise envi-
ronment �i.e., high speed, good road, and distant micro-
phone� with an average SNR of about 5 dB was selected for
the experiments. Thus, the decision variables defined by Eqs.
�15� and �30� were measured during speech and nonspeech
periods for the whole database, and the histogram and prob-
ability distributions were built. Separate results for each of
the data processing techniques discussed previously are
shown in the following.

A. VAD based on block averaging

Figure 5 shows the distributions of speech and noise for
different values of KB and NB. It is clearly shown that the
distributions of speech and noise are better separated when
increasing the number of blocks �KB�. When KB increases the
noise variance decreases and the speech distribution is
shifted to the right being more separated from the nonspeech
distribution. Thus, the distributions of speech and nonspeech
are less overlapped and consequently, the error probability is
reduced.

The reduction of the distribution overlap yields improve-
ments in speech/pause discrimination. This fact can be
shown by calculating the misclassification errors of speech
and noise for an optimal Bayes classifier. Figure 5 also
shows the areas representing the probabilities of incorrectly
detecting speech and nonspeech and the optimal decision
threshold. Figure 6 shows the independent decision errors for
speech and nonspeech and the global error rate as a function
of KB for NB=256. The error rates were obtained by comput-
ing the areas under the class distributions of the decision

variable shown in Fig. 5. The global error rate represents the
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averaging. �a� NB=64. �b� NB=128. �c� NB=256.
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total overlapped area while the speech and nonspeech error
rate represent the areas below and above the optimum deci-
sion threshold, respectively. The speech detection error is
clearly reduced when increasing the length of the window
�KBNB� while the increased robustness is only damaged by a
moderate increase in the nonspeech detection error. These
improvements are achieved by reducing the overlap between
the distributions when KB is increased as shown in Fig. 5. It
is interesting to show that the optimal values of the param-
eters KB and NB are conditioned to a fixed window size
�KBNB�. This fact is shown in Fig. 7 where the minimum
value of the global error rate depends on both NB and KB and
is obtained for a typical window size of about 640–800
samples �80–100 ms�.

B. Integrated bispectrum MO-LRT VAD

Similar results were obtained for the MO-LRT VAD
based on the integrated bispectrum of the noisy signal. Fig-
ure 8 shows the distributions of speech and noise for differ-
ent values of KB and NB=256. Again the noise variance de-
creases with m and the speech distribution is shifted to the

FIG. 6. Probability of error as a function of KB for NB=256.
FIG. 5. Distributions of the decision variable for the VAD based on block

FIG. 7. Global error rates as a function of KB for NB=64, 128, and 256.
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right. Figure 9 shows the independent decision errors for
speech and nonspeech and the global error rate as a function
of m for NB=256. The total error is reduced with the increas-
ing length of the window �m� and exhibits a minimum value
for a fixed order. According to Fig. 9, the optimal value of
the order of the VAD is m=6. Thus, increasing the length of
the window is beneficial in high noise environments since
the VAD introduces an artificial “hang-over” period which
reduces front and rear-end clipping errors. This saving period
is the reason for the increase of the nonspeech detection error
shown in Fig. 9.

C. Concluding remarks

The two alternative methods for data processing and
definition of the decision rule yield high discrimination ac-
curacy and minimum global classification error rate for a
given length of the analysis window. It can be concluded
from Figs. 7 and 9 that the best results are obtained for a
typical value of the window size of about 80–100 ms. Thus,
both methods benefit from using contextual information for
the formulation of the decision rule. The VAD module then
exhibits a delay of about half the length of the analysis win-
dow that for several applications including real-time speech
transmission can be a serious implementation obstacle. How-
ever, for other applications including robust speech recogni-
tion, a delay of about 50–80 ms in the VAD module does not
represent a problem and can be accepted.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Several experiments are commonly conducted in order
to evaluate the performance of VAD algorithms. The analysis
is mainly focused on the determination of the error probabili-
ties or classification errors at different SNR levels6 and the
influence of the VAD decision on the performance of speech
processing systems.1 Subjective performance tests have also
been considered for the evaluation of VADs working in com-
bination with speech coders.32 The follwing describes the
experimental framework and the objective performance tests

FIG. 8. Distributions of the decision variable for the VAD based on MO-
LRT.
conducted in this paper to evaluate the proposed algorithms.
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A. ROC curves

The ROC curves are frequently used to completely de-
scribe the VAD error rate. They show the tradeoff between
speech and nonspeech detection accuracy as the decision
threshold varies.21 The AURORA subset of the original
Spanish SpeechDat-Car database27 was used in this analysis.
This database contains 4914 recordings using close-talking
and distant microphones from more than 160 speakers. The

FIG. 9. Probability of error as a function of m for NB=256.

FIG. 10. ROC curves obtained in high noise conditions. �a� Block based

integrated bispectrum LRT VAD. �b� Integrated bispectrum MO-LRT VAD.
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files are categorized into three noisy conditions: Quiet, low
noisy, and highly noisy conditions, which represent different
driving conditions with average SNR values between 25 and
5 dB. The nonspeech hit rate �HR0� and the false alarm rate
�FAR0=100-HR1� were determined for each noise condition
being the actual speech frames and actual speech pauses de-
termined by hand-labeling the database on the close-talking
microphone.

Figure 10 shows the ROC curves of the proposed VADs
and other frequently referred algorithms6,8,14,15 for recordings
from the distant microphone in high noisy conditions. The
working points of the G.729, AMR and AFE VADs are also
included. Figure 10�a� shows how increasing the number of
blocks �KB� in the block averaging integrated bispectrum
�BA-IBI� LRT VAD leads to a shift-up and to the left of the
ROC curve in the ROC space. This result is consistent with
the analysis conducted in Figs. 5 and 7 that predicts a mini-
mum error rate for KB close to five blocks. Similar results are
obtained for the efficient MO-LRT IBI VAD that exhibits a
shift of the ROC curve when the number of observations �m�
increases as shown in Fig. 10�b�. Again, the results are con-
sistent with our preliminary experiments and the results
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 that expect a minimum error rate for
m close to eight frames. Both methods show clear improve-
ments in detection accuracy over standardized VADs and
over a representative set of recently published VAD
algorithms.6,8,14,15

Thus, among all the VADs examined, our VAD yields
the lowest false alarm rate for a fixed nonspeech hit rate, and
also the highest nonspeech hit rate for a given false alarm
rate. The benefits are especially important over G.729, which
is used along with a speech codec for discontinuous trans-
mission, and over the algorithm of Li et al. �Ref. 15�, that is
based on an optimum linear filter for edge detection. The

TABLE II. Average word accuracy �%� for the Spanish SDC databases.

Base Woo Li Marz. Sohn

WM 92.94 95.35 91.82 94.29 96.07
MM 83.31 89.30 77.45 89.81 91.64
HM 51.55 83.64 78.52 79.43 84.03
Avg. 75.93 89.43 82.60 87.84 90.58

FIG. 11. Speech recognition experiments. Front-end feature extraction.
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proposed VAD also improves Marzinzik VAD6 that tracks
the power spectral envelopes, and the Sohn VAD8 that for-
mulates the decision rule by means of a statistical likelihood
ratio test defined on the power spectrum of the noisy signal.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the above-described ex-
periments yield a first measure of the performance of the
VAD. Other measures of VAD performance that have been
reported are the clipping errors.32 These measures provide
valuable information about the performance of the VAD and
can be used for optimizing its operation. Our analysis does
not consider or analyze the position of the frames within the
word and assesses the hit rates and false alarm rates for a first
performance evaluation of the proposed VAD. On the other
hand, the speech recognition experiments conducted later on
the AURORA databases will be a direct measure of the qual-
ity of the VAD and the application it was designed for. Clip-
ping errors are indirectly evaluated by the speech recognition
system since there is a high probability of a deletion error to
occur when part of the word is lost after frame-dropping.

B. Speech recognition experiments

Although the ROC curves are effective for VAD evalu-
ation, the influence of the VAD in a speech recognition sys-
tem was also studied. Many authors claim that VADs are
well compared by evaluating speech recognition
performance14 since nonefficient speech/nonspeech classifi-
cation is an important source of the degradation of recogni-
tion performance in noisy environments.2 There are two clear
motivations for that: �i� Noise parameters such as its spec-
trum are updated during nonspeech periods being the speech
enhancement system strongly influenced by the quality of the
noise estimation, and �ii� FD, a frequently used technique in
speech recognition to reduce the number of insertion errors
caused by the noise, is based on the VAD decision and
speech misclassification errors lead to loss of speech, thus
causing irrecoverable deletion errors. This section evaluates
the VAD according to the objective it was developed for, that
is, by assessing the influence of the VAD in a speech recog-
nition system.

TABLE I. Average word accuracy �%� for the AURORA 2 for clean and
multicondition training experiments. Results are averaged for all the noises
and SNRs ranging from 20 to 0 dB.

G.729 AMR1 AMR2 AFE MO-LRT IBI

WF 66.19 74.97 83.37 81.57 84.15
WF+FD 70.32 74.29 82.89 83.29 85.71

Woo Li Marzinzik Sohn Hand-labeled
WF 83.64 77.43 84.02 83.89 84.69
WF+FD 81.09 82.11 85.23 83.80 86.86

G.729 AMR1 AMR2 AFE MO-LRT IBI

88.62 94.65 95.67 95.28 96.39
72.84 80.59 90.91 90.23 91.75
65.50 62.41 85.77 77.53 86.65
75.65 74.33 90.78 87.68 91.60
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Figure 11 shows a block diagram of the speech recogni-
tion experiments conducted to evaluate the proposed VAD.
The reference framework �base� considered for these experi-
ments is the ETSI AURORA project for distributed speech
recognition.33 The recognizer is based on the HTK �Hidden
Markov Model Toolkit� software package.34 The task con-
sists of recognizing connected digits which are modeled as
whole word HMMs �Hidden Markov Models� with 16 states
per word, simple left-to-right models, and three Gaussian
mixtures per state �diagonal covariance matrix�. Speech
pause models consist of three states with a mixture of six
Gaussians per state. The 39-parameter feature vector consists
of 12 cepstral coefficients �without the zero-order coeffi-
cient�, the logarithmic frame energy plus the corresponding
delta and acceleration coefficients. Two training modes are
defined for the experiments conducted on the AURORA-2
database: �i� Training on clean data only �Clean Training�,
and �ii� training on clean and noisy data �Multi-Condition
Training�. For the AURORA-3 SpeechDat-Car databases, the
so called well-matched �WM�, medium-mismatch �MM�,
and high-mismatch �HM� conditions are used. These data-
bases contain recordings from the close-talking and distant
microphones. In WM condition, both close-talking and
hands-free microphones are used for training and testing. In
MM condition, both training and testing are performed using
the hands-free microphone recordings. In HM condition,
training is done using close-talking microphone recordings
from all the driving conditions while testing is done using
the hands-free microphone at low and high noise driving
conditions. Finally, recognition performance is assessed in
terms of the word accuracy �WAcc� that considers deletion,
substitution, and insertion errors.

An enhanced feature extraction scheme incorporating a
noise reduction algorithm and nonspeech FD was built on the
base system.33 The noise reduction algorithm has been
implemented as a single WF stage as described in the AFE
standard13 but without mel-scale warping. No other mis-
match reduction techniques already present in the AFE stan-
dard have been considered since they are not affected by the
VAD decision and can mask the impact of the VAD precision
on the overall system performance.

Table I shows the recognition performance achieved by
the different VADs that were compared. These results are
averaged over the three test sets �A, B, and C� of the
AURORA-2 recognition experiments35 and SNRs between
20 and 0 dB. Note that, for the recognition experiments
based on the AFE VADs, the same configuration of the
standard,13 which considers different VADs for WF and FD,
was used. The proposed integrated bispectrum MO-LRT
VAD outperforms the standard G.729, AMR1, AMR2, and
AFE VADs in both clean and multicondition training/testing
experiments. When compared to recently reported VAD al-
gorithms, the proposed one yields better results being the one
that is closer to the “ideal” hand-labeled speech recognition
performance.

Table II shows the recognition performance for the
Spanish SpeechDat-Car database when WF and FD are per-
formed on the base system.33 Again, the VAD outperforms

all the algorithms used for reference yielding relevant im-
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provements in speech recognition. Note that these particular
databases used in the AURORA 3 experiments have longer
nonspeech periods than the AURORA 2 database, and then
the effectiveness of the VAD results are more important for
the speech recognition system. This fact can be clearly
shown when comparing the performance of the proposed
VAD to Marzinzik VAD.6 The word accuracy of both VADs
is quite similar for the AURORA 2 task. However, the pro-
posed VAD yields a significant performance improvement
over Marzinzik VAD6 for the AURORA 3 database.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper showed two different schemes for improving
speech detection robustness and the performance of speech
recognition systems working in noisy environments. Both
methods are based on statistical likelihood ratio tests defined
on the integrated bispectrum of the speech signal which is
defined as a cross spectrum between the signal and its
square, and inherits the ability of higher order statistics to
detect signals in noise with many other additional advan-
tages: �i� Its computation as a cross spectrum leads to sig-
nificant computational savings, and �ii� the variance of the
estimator is of the same order of power spectrum estimators.
The proposed methods incorporate contextual information to
the decision rule, a strategy that has reported significant im-
provements in speech detection accuracy and robust speech
recognition applications. They differ in the way the signal is
processed in order to obtain precise estimations of the inte-
grated bispectrum and its variance. The optimal window size
was determined by analyzing the overlap between the distri-
butions of the decision variable and the error rate of an op-
timum Bayes classifier. The experimental analysis conducted
on the well-known AURORA databases has reported signifi-
cant improvements over standardized techniques such as ITU
G.729, AMR1, AMR2, and ESTI AFE VADs, as well as over
recently published VADs. The analysis assessed: �i� The
speech/nonspeech detection accuracy by means of the ROC
curves, with the proposed VAD yielding improved hit rates
and reduced false alarms when compared to all the reference
algorithms, and �ii� the recognition rate when the VAD is
considered as part of a complete speech recognition system,
showing a sustained advantage in speech recognition perfor-
mance.
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APPENDIX: VARIANCES OF THE INTEGRATED
BISPECTRUM FUNCTION

This appendix demonstrates Eqs. �20� and �22� that were

used in Sec. IV B for the computation of the variances �0���
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and �1��� of the integrated bispectrum function under
speech absence and speech presence, respectively.

Let us assume the clean signal s�t� and the noise n�t� to
be stationary, zero mean �E�s�t��=E�n�t��=0�, statistically
independent processes so that

rx�k� = rs�k� + rn�k� ⇒ Sxx��� = Sss��� + Snn��� , �A1�

where rx�k� denotes the autocorrelation function of the signal
corrupted by additive noise.

In order to derive the variances of the integrated bispec-
trum under the hypotheses H0 and H1, it is first needed to
evaluate the autocorrelation function of the sequence y�t�
=x2�t�−E�x2�t��, which is defined as

ryy�k� = E�y�t�y�t + k��

= E��x2�t� − E�x2�t����x2�t + k� − E�x2�t + k���� .

�A2�

If the variance of the signal is defined as �x
2=E�x2�t��

=E�x2�t+k�� then

ryy�k� = E��x2�t�x2��t + k�� − �x
4. �A3�

Moreover, if the clean signal and the noise are assumed to be
noncorrelated �E�s�t�n�t��=E�s�t��E�n�t��=0� the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. �A3� can be expressed as

�A4�

By defining ȳ�t��x2�t�, Eq. �A3� can be expressed as

rȳȳ�k� � E��s�t� + n�t��2�s�t + k� + n�t + k��2�

= E�s2�t�s2�t + k�� + E�n2�t�n2�t + k��

+ E�s2�t�n2�t + k�� + 2E�s2�t�n�t + k�s�t + k��

+ E�n2�t�s2�t + k�� + 2E�n2�t�n�t + k�s�t + k��

+ 2E�n�t�s�t�s2�t + k�� + 2E�n�t�s�t�n2�t + k��

+ 4E�n�t�s�t�n�t + k�s�t + k�� , �A5�

where rs2s2 =E�s2�t�s2�t+k�� and rn2n2 =E�n2�t�n2�t+k��.
Using the relation between fourth-order moments and

cumulants given in Ref. 36 for a set or random variables:

Cx1,. . .,xn
= �

p1,. . .,pm

�− 1�m−1�m − 1�!

�E
 �
i�p1

Xi�¯ E
 �
i�pm

Xi� , �A6�

where �p1 , . . . , pm� are all the partitions with m=1, . . . ,n of
the set of integers �1, . . . ,r�. In particular, for p=4:

Cx1,x2,x3,x4
= �− 1�0�0!�E�x1x2x3x4� + �− 1�1�1!�

��E�x1x2�E�x3x4� + E�x1x4�E�x2x3�

+ E�x1x3�E�x2x4� + E�x1�E�x2x3x4�
+ E�x2�E�x1x3x4� + E�x3�E�x1x2x4�
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+ E�x4�E�x1x2x3�� + �− 1�2�2!�

���E�x1�E�x2�E�x3x4� + E�x1�E�x3�E�x2x4�

+ E�x1�E�x4�E�x2x3� + E�x2�E�x3�E�x1x4�

+ E�x2�E�x4�E�x1x3� + E�x3�E�x4�E�x1x2��

+ �− 1�3�3!�E�x1�E�x2�E�x3�E�x4� . �A7�

Note that Eq. �A7� can be significantly reduced if the random
variables are assumed to be zero mean:

Cx1,x2,x3,x4
= E�x1x2x3x4� − �E�x1x2�E�x3x4�

+ E�x1x4�E�x2x3� + E�x1x3�E�x2x4�� . �A8�

Under the statistical independency assumption, the cross
cumulants are null and the cross terms in Eq. �A5� are re-
duced to

�A9�

Using these expressions, Eq. �A5� is reduced to

rȳȳ�k� = rs2s2�k� + rn2n2�k� + 2�s
2�n

2 + rs�k�rn�k� �A10�
and Eq. �A3� can be expressed as
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ryy�k� = rs2s2�k� + rn2n2�k� + 4rs�k�rn�k� − ��s
4 + �n

4� .

�A11�

Finally, the power spectrum of the squared centered signal
y�t� is obtained after computing the discrete Fourier trans-
form �DFT� on Eq. �A11�:

Syy��� = Ss2s2��� + Sn2n2��� + 4Sss��� � Snn���

− 2���s
4 + �n

4����� , �A12�

where the asterisk “�” denotes convolution in the frequency
domain.

Finally, under speech absence x�t�=n�t� and assuming
n�t� to be a Gaussian process:

�A13�

or equivalently:

Sn2n2��� = 2Snn��� � Snn��� + 2��n
4���� . �A14�

Note that, using the above-derived equations, the vari-
ances of the integrated bispectrum function under H1 and H0

hypotheses can be computed and the statistical tests used in
the proposed VAD methods are completely described and
justified.
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